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Nice Guys
We Are Scientists

Okay guys i see the normal version of this has been done and is very catchy so
im 
going to do the acoustic version to this video 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B-17RPj1kp8&feature=related

im not 100% with this it s my 2nd tab and im doing it by ear so if there are any

mistakes or improvements please feel free to tell me 

the names are not accurate i don t think

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                             Nice Guys - We Are Scientists
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by:ryand111
Email:razdaniels1@hotmail.com

Chords:
    A maj  A maj(2)  A maj(3)  B add9 A m(maj7) A*
e|--9------9-----------(0)------x----5----------x--|
B|--10-----10----------2--------4----5----------x--|
G|--9------9-----------2--------4----6----------14-|
D|--x------11----------2--------4----7----------x--|
A|--x------x-----------4--------6----5----------12-|
E|--x------x-----------x--------x----5----------x--|

Intro: Amaj Amaj(2)

E                                     
Your smart enough to make your mistakes
F#m                   
And act like you want em
E                        F#m
Walk off the residual pain
D
And forget how you got it
E
Nice guys finish last anyway
F#m
And that s just the problem

A



If your the nice guy, act like the nice guy
A
If your the nice guy, act like the nice guy
D                               A
If you want this, I want it more
D                               A Amaj(3) Badd9 Amaj(3) A
If you want this, I want it more
E                 D                     E
If you want this, I want it more then you
D                      E
I want it more then you

Amaj Amaj(2)

E
Its fine to say this isn t a game
F#m
When you ve already lost it
E
Its pointless to go through it again, 
F#m
So why even bother
E
You ve gotta know there s nothing to gain
D
And thats just the problem

A
If your the nice guy, act like the nice guy
A
If your the nice guy, act like the nice guy
D                              A Amaj(3) A
If you want this, I want it more
D                              A Amaj(3) Badd9 Amaj(3) A
If you want this, I want it more
E                 D                      E
If you want this, I want it more then you
D                      E
I want it more then you

Bm
This isn t a trick
Am(maj7)
So stop over thinking everything
Bm
Just finish your drink
Am(maj7)
And stop over thinking everything

A
If your the nice guy, act like the nice guy
A
If your the nice guy, act like the nice guy



A*
If your the nice guy, act like the nice guy
A*
If your the nice guy, act like the nice guy
D                                A Amaj(3) A
If you want this, I want it more
D                                A Amaj(3) Badd9 Amaj(3) A
If you want this, I want it more
E                 D                      E
If you want this, I want it more then you
D                      E
I want it more then you
D                      E
I want it more then you
D                     E
I want it more then you

End on : Amaj Amaj(2)

It sounds good to me if i have got any of the chords wrong let me know and i
will 
change it rate and what not and have fun :)


